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(1) Write out Maclaurin series for the following.  Show four terms and simplify a little. 
  
 























(2) Write the 3rd degree Taylor polynomial for ƒ(x) = sin(x) with a = 3π/4.  Then state the 
















(3) If  sin(3x) is to be approximated by two non-zero terms with |x| < .4, find an upper bound 
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(5) What values of x may be used if cos(2x) is to be approximated by two non-zero terms 

















































ò   with an error less than .005. 
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(9) If the Taylor series for a function ƒ converges on the interval (–2, 10], find the interval of 
convergence: 














 for all x and n ≥ 3. 








 If these three terms are used to approximate ƒ(2.8), find an upper bound for the error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
